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Du et al. 2013ʇ%IF3ǠǬE7ƆǠǬ.ĩȽ/'ɠÒLȡ 1.22>/A'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IHâĚƋƓɕ3dm3ɦ3Ɓī¿45 bp.H/ǣüI-H
/FȋH/ʆSheflin and Kowalski 1985; Iacono-Connors and Kowalski 1986; Dai et al. 
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ƾ2ɈÍĂęǾñɟ°ʆtranscription factor binding siteʉTFBSʇ3
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/.HʆLilley 1980; Lilley and Markham 1983; Courey and 
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CircosʆKrzywinski et al. 2009ʇLµǈ'F2
´ś'l}3
¬Ř3ɼĉLȡǣ.HWeb`QoʊÏȚɡƟʉCruciform-formable IRs in the 
Saccharomyces cerevisiae genome (CFIRs-Sc)RdʉCruciform-formable IRs in the Mus 
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Q1: 31 bp " 3’-UTR " 81 bp
(n = 806)
Q2: 82 bp " 3’-UTR " 115 bp
(n = 750)
Q3: 116 bp " 3’-UTR " 164 bp
(n = 781)
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ą 2.5 CFIR/%3øɍɼĉ2Hs[Vh3æƂǂ 
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CFIRȀȬ
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